MARIJUANNA PERMITTING AND INSPECTION PROCESS SPECIFIC TO DENVER FIRE DEPARTMENT

Application is submitted to E&L. An inspection card is issued with 4 Denver Agency signoffs required: DFD, Environmental Health, Neighborhood inspections, and E&L Excise & License (E&L) Business License Required

DFD Inspection by Fire Prevention License & CO Unit

All agencies sign off inspection card

License issued. Business can legally operate

PASS

FAIL

COMMON DFD INSPECTION ITEMS:
- Were construction permits obtained for any work completed / required (mechanical, electrical, fire alarm, sprinkler, construction, etc)
- Were Fire Prevention operational permit(s) obtained (marijuana establishment/business, CO2 enrichment, extraction, etc)
- Do means of egress comply with Denver Fire Code (locks, access control, blocked exits, exit signage, etc)
- Does non code compliant construction exist (use of plastic sheets to form walls, unsafe electrical, extension cords, etc)

DFD Operational Permit Obtained
- Extraction
- CO2 enrichment
- Marijuana Establishment/Business
- Hazardous Material / Flammable storage & use

DFD Inspection for permit compliance

Reinspection OK for E&L license signoff

DFD Operational permit annual inspection

PASS

FAIL

Construction plans submitted to Building Department typically including
- Change of occupancy or new building
- New walls or floor plan
- Hazardous exhaust for plant extractions
- Fire alarm / sprinkler
- CO2 enrichment systems
- Electrical upgrades

DFD Fire Protection Engineer Unit review & permit

Reinspection OK for E&L license signoff

PASS

FAIL

DFD Permit Inspections
- CO Unit
- Testing Unit
- Hazmat Unit

Permit issued Work Completed